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UNI VE RS I TY OF NO F~T ll fLO H.I DA 
STUDENT GO VERNMEN T ASSOCIATION 
Bill X Resolution 
1 . Whereas, it is in the interest that the SGA make informed 
2 . decisions, and 
3. Whereas, justification of expenditures help avoid the possibility of waste, 
4 . Be it enacted that any student operated organization outside the standing SGA 
fl6 - / - l /I 
5 . organization seeking funds from the SGA ,A attach to the Bill requesting 
6 . funds an itemized projection of estimated expenses and an accounting of how 
7 . the previous SGA allocation was spent if said organization has received funds 
8 . from the SGA . These organizations will provide these itemized expenses on 
9 . a form to be provided by the SGA . A representative from said group will gG 
, , Q~. before the Senate to answer any questions regarding the organization and/or 
11. its financial matters . If no student representative is present when the 
12 . 
1 3 . 
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15 . 
16 . 
1. 7 " 
18 . 
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20 . 
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allocation request Bill is before the Senate, the Senate may postpone action 
on the Bill 
Introduced By: Tim Lemp/Bob Wood 
Seconded By: PASSED CCC 
SenGte Action: 
Enacted Vetoe d 
Jack M. Nunnery
